Sri Panwa

An oasis of Contemporary
Cool Tropical Luxury
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Location
Phuket, Thailand
Property
Sri panwa Hotel
Owner / Developer
Charn Issara DevelopmentInterior
Architect
Habita Architects
Opened
2006
Photographs
Courtesy of Sri Panwa Hotel

An oasis of
Contemporary Cool
Tropical Luxury

C

linging to the curves of a rocky exclusive
and somewhat isolated enclave on the
eastern coast peninsula of Phuket Sri panwa
is surrounded by forty acres of tropical

forests, blue waters and stunning ocean landscapes
with panoramic views over Cape Panwa.
The property, scattered within 40 acres of lush, tropical
surroundings, has been designed in a tropical contemporary style with both exteriors and interiors crafted to
the highest standard and custom-built to follow the
natural contours of the land.
Rainforests shade the long, private road to Sri panwa,
so when you finally walk through the unassuming
hilltop entrance to this gorgeous hotel, it’ll take your
breath away. Made up of both for-sale villas and hotel
accommodation designed to feel like private homes,
the property connects the hotel to endless walkways
and lanes to each of the suites and villas.
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All pool villas offer panoramic ocean views,
while some boast full and uninterrupted 300
degree ocean views.
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The interiors are cool and sophisticated,
with elements of traditional hand crafts
throughout, with elegant in-door/outdoor bathrooms
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The interiors embrace
Tropical
Contemporary design by
integrating its natuthe essence of

ral jungle and ocean
surroundings with the
modern comforts of

Natural materials create a sense of synergy
with the sea, the rainforests and the local
culture. Driftwood and recycled timber
from old and discarded Cambodian fishing
boats have been incorporated into villa
furniture and construction.

luxury living.

Custom designed to suit the topography of the
Cape, using warm terracotta for exterior walls,
with cool angles and complex fabrics, the individually designed villas are positioned with either north
or south facing views.
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Cool Spa at Sri panwa
Reflecting its location, the azure Cool Spa draws
creative inspiration from traditional Sino-Portuguese
design, bringing the sights and sounds of the sea
indoors. Cool Spa offers spacious treatment rooms
and a private salon.

Developed by owner Wan Issara who’s family’s company Charn Issara Group, best known for developing
some of Thailand’s well known landmarks both resi-

Meet the Architects:
Sri panwa was built by Habita company limited a architectural and planning firm
with an experienced staff of design professionals providing services to clients
throughout

Thailand and in neighbouring countries, they have become well

known as architects who blend elements of regionalism and indigenous architectural character with solid programmatic functions.

dential and commercial, gave Wan the responsibility
to set-up and manage Sri panwa in 2005 when it was
merely just the construction of a few Pool Villas.
He set about spending just over six years developing
this remarkable property, taking inspiration from the
cool and sophisticated designs of Shore Club in Miami
and The Dylan in Amsterdam plus the unrivalled level
of service of the Mandarin Oriental.
“I already knew what I liked in terms of contemporary
design, but I wanted to learn five star service because
that is what really makes a luxury hotel,” says Wan.
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Each of the contemporary pagoda style glass fronted
one bedroom villa’s living area open directly into the
infinity-edge pool, with vast full-length windows offering vistas of the Andaman Sea.
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Each of these secluded, luxurious, and incredibly
modern 52 villas which range from spacious oneroom pool suites to extravagant five-bedroom villas,
are generously positioned around a jungle hillside.
All of the one to two bedroom Private Pool Villas
feature a 12 meters infinity-edge swimming pools,
some with panoramic ocean views, others full and
uninterrupted 300 degree ocean views.
Each villa is impressively put-together with cleanlined contemporary furnishings, large bathrooms,
with hues of charcoal, terracotta, chrome and
black, and textures of linen and carved wood.
Amenities include a swimming pool with jet stream
system wrapped seamlessly around the glassenclosed bedroom an outdoor soaking tub indoor
and outdoor rain showers as well as a state-of-theart home entertainment system. The villas are just a
short walk to the private beach, Baba dining lounge
and Sai Spa.
The sheer style and youthfulness of this extraordinary
hip and jet set hotel, offering exclusive accommodation, top-class cuisine and an immense range
of bespoke services in a stunning jungle and beachfront setting, is an oasis of vibrant luxury in one of the
finest locations on Phuket.
the stunning

o

Baba rooftop bar is hugged

by an infinity-pool, nautical scatter

cushions and low wooden tables make
for most comfortable lounging and the
perfect sunset spot.

Fmi
www.sripanwa.com
email: chill@sripanwa.com
tel: +660 76371000
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